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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions
Second paragraph Liner. Provide information of status of education before and now.
Page 5. Replace coordination with cooperation.
Give information about about appropriateness of the training manual especially who and how it was developed.
Limitaion of the study. Experts opinion in validation should have been added to adolescents and community members only opinions.
Those who were used for relaiabilty, are they part of the study?.
Conclusion:
Well defined questions, good and well described methodoloy, sound data, good reporting, title corresponds with content.
PUBLISHABLE AFTER CORRECTIONS.
PROF.O.A.MORONKOLA, UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN, IBADAN.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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